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SUMMARY 

Thirteen cotton varieties were compared in strip plots under similar field conditions.  Deltapine 

1219 B2RF, Dynagro 2570 B2RF, Deltapine 1044 B2RF and Fibermax 2484 B2RF were the 

highest yielding varieties.  Deltapine 1219 B2RF had the highest loan value of $56.80  cents per 

pound and  had the highest value/acre. 

PROBLEMS 

Area cotton producers are continually searching for a cotton variety that will increase net 

profits through increased yield and fiber qualities. Higher strength and longer staple are the 

primary characteristics they are looking for. 

 

OBJECTIVE 

To find a cotton variety that will increase net profit with an increase in yield and fiber qualities. 

These varieties must also fit the limited irrigation of the St. Lawrence cotton growing region. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The field used for this test was drip irrigated and received 10" pre-irrigation. The varieties were 

planted in 6 row plots to a 2X1 pattern on 40" spacing on May 28th. The field had Glyphosate 

(40 oz) applied 2 times for weed control. The plots received 12 inches of summer irrigation. The 

plots were fertilized with 120 units of Nitrogen per acre and 20 units of Potassium during the 

season. The plots were defoliated with Prep® (1 pt) + Folex® (1 pt) and desiccated with 

Gramoxone Inteon® (23 oz) and Aim® (.25 oz). They were stripper harvested on November 13th 

and weighed in a boll buggy.  Samples were ginned and fiber samples were sent off for classing. 

 

RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

As seen in Table 1, the yields in this plot ranged from 1409 lb/acre to 1593 lb/acre. The higher 

yielding varieties were Deltapine 1219 B2RF, Dynagrow 2570 B2RF, and Deltapine 1044 B2RF.  

Deltapine 1219 B2RF had the highest loan value of $56.80 cents per pound and had the highest 

value per acre. 
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TABLE 1: YIELD QUALITY AND ECONOMIC DATA FOR STACKED VARIETY TEST 

ALLAN FUCHS FARM 2013.  Plant Date: May 28, 2013  Harvest Date: November 18, 2013 
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